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For Variety and Flexibility, 
Consider “Temping”
By Max Messmer
Have you ever found yourself having thoughts like 
these?
• “I need to broaden my experience by learning more 
about other industries. ”
• “I wish my job wasn’t quite so routine. ”
• “I’d really like to spend more time with my children. ”
• “I wish there was a way to try out a company before 
committing myself to building a career there. ”
If one or more of these statements describe your 
situation, you may want to explore the world of temporary 
employment. The accounting segment of the industry in 
particular has been expanding rapidly over recent years.
This growth is the result of two major factors. The first 
is based on general business conditions of the ’90s. 
Companies are seeking ways to become more flexible and 
cost-efficient by supplementing their permanent work 
force with skilled specialists who can lend a hand during 
peak work-load periods.
Temporary assignments can be highly varied and 
challenging. They range from month, quarter and year­
end closings; to audits; to integration of new computer 
systems, to training of permanent staff in new procedures.
The second factor influencing growth of specialized 
temporary services is a growing pool of skilled profes­
sionals like yourself who find temporary positions appeal­
ing.
A number of accounting professionals, from staff 
accountants to tax managers and controllers have 
switched from full-time positions to temporary careers, 
which gives them the freedom, flexibility and variety they 
seek. Many others use temping as an opportunity to earn 
an income while they search for exactly the right new full- 
time position.
Temporaries who are searching for a full-time career 
position can be assigned to companies who are looking 
for additional full-time staff. This gives both the company 
and the candidate the opportunity to evaluate the match 
before either side makes a permanent commitment.
Temporary work also provides the opportunity to 
explore new fields and learn new skills. And with the 
continued growth of dual-career households, temping can 
help ease the transition when one member of the family is 
asked to relocate. The relocated spouse can learn about 
companies in the new geographic area and earn an 
income at the same time as he searches for a new perma­
nent position.
If you think that temporary work might further some of 
your own professional and personal goals, here are some 
guidelines for selecting and working through a temporary 
services firm.
• Use a temporary service that specializes in account­
ing positions. It should offer a much broader variety of 
assignments than a more generalized firm because it has 
more credibility for accounting expertise with its clients. 
And the specialized firm will have a greater understanding 
of your skills, interests and requirements. Interview the 
placement staff to be sure they actually have backgrounds 
in accounting, since this enables them to serve you more 
effectively.
• If you are between permanent jobs or your goal is to 
return to a full-time position at some point, select a firm 
that offers both permanent and temporary placement. 
Arrange to meet a counselor from each of the two areas, 
and ask how they would work as a team to help you use 
temping to identify a good permanent match.
• Ask about salary and benefits. Today, many tempo­
rary specialty firms offer highly competitive salary and 
benefit packages in order to attract “the best and the 
brightest’’ candidates. Many of the benefits offered in 
corporate career positions are now available to you in 
your new status as am employee of a temporary firm.
• Be very explicit about your experience, skills, 
objectives and assignment preferences. Your counselor 
should be proficient at asking you for all information that 
will help match you with assignments that meet your 
criteria. But don’t hesitate to offer additional facts that you 
think might be helpful.
• Give your counselor feedback after each assignment. 
In the best firms, you will find your counselor to be a 
highly skilled specialist who gains his or her own profes­
sional and personal reward from achieving maximum 
satisfaction for you and the firm’s clients. This is accom­
plished by the kind of relationship and feedback that 
allows them to create the most perfect matches.
The experience of temping may lead to exactly the 
career position you’ve always wanted. Or - it may lead to a 
career as a “permanent temporary” that gives you the 
combination of professional growth and freedom that 
many accountants only dream about.
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